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Abstract 
 
 
Now-a-days safety systems and their advanced features have become a major part of 
human lives. People are ready to pay accordingly for the features they get for and very 
enthusiastic towards technology and latest trends. One such thing is drone or 
multicopter. These days everybody is getting interested in drones to buy, not only the 
fact that it is used in various scientific ways, sports and recreation purposes but also the 
latest advancements that was taking place in the development of light weight flying 
vehicles has made many scientific researchers, multinational companies and almost all 
the people to turn their eye towards the development of drones. And many companies 
are doing research for development of new safety features which can be called as the 
safety for the future. Some companies already introduced drones into the market and 
are used in different ways for different purposes. The usage of this vehicles depends on 
how intelligently one uses these multicopters. 
 
This thesis introduces a feature that adds safety to the multicopters to prevent them from 
flying to no-fly-regions. The work in this thesis is done to provide an approach by the 
usage of Raspberry Pi 2 B for multicopter applications as the main development board. 
It also helps the multicopter to prevent entering the NFR by detecting the NFRs around 
them intelligently and avoid them so there shouldn't be any problem or damage for the 
multicopters. Here we use GPS sensor for getting the NMEA data as input to know the 
latitude and longitude positions and then transferred to RPI2 B which allows us to know 
the latitude and longitude positions and then transfer this data into database to store the 
data through a wireless medium i.e., Wi-Fi medium. Based on the information stored in 
database we can see the location in a graphical manner using the open street maps 
(OSM). 
 
After that different checks are performed to avoid the NFR : (i) We will check if the current 
point lies inside or outside the no-fly-region based on the map information of NFR using 
the Point in Polygon algorithm and then (ii) we are using some area based detection 
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algorithm to check the distance from the point to line using Paul Brouke algorithm to see 
how far is the next NFR from the current point and avoiding it and the information is 
updated and stored in the database accordingly .(iii) Later, if the multicopter is out of all 
no-fly-region then the distance to the next NFR or nearest ones is analyzed and the 
information will be used for safety purpose. By using geometry and algorithms we are 
checking and finding out the NFRs and avoid entering into the NFR space. 
 
If  the point is detected inside a no-fly-region then the last point outside this region will 
be detected which is marked as  safe and the multicopter will be backtracked  to the 
previous point before entering the no-fly-region i.e., the safe point. This paper not only 
aims at multicopter safety but also throws light into the future systems that are going to 
be developed in the field of Car-2-X, ensuring extended safety of the passengers. 
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Nomenclature 
 
 
Symbols     Meaning 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
        =     Equals to 
        >                         Greater than 
        <                                            Less than 
        +                                            Addition 
         -                                            Subtraction 
         *                                            Multiplication 
         /                                            Division 
        &&                                          Logical And Operator 
 
 
 
  Greek letters                                  Meaning 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
       ∆                                       Delta 
         �                                                 Sigma 
        �                                       Tau 
 
 
 
 
 
Abbreviations  Meaning 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 GPS     Global Positioning System 
 NMEA                                           National Marine Electronic Association   
 NFR     No-Fly-Region 
 PIP     Point in Polygon 
FAA                          Federal Aviation Administration  
RPAS                                            Remotely Piloted Aircraft System 
KG                                                 Kilograms 
KM                                                 Kilometers 
OS                                                 Operating System 
RAM                                              Random Access Memory 
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GB                                                  Gigabyte 
GPIO                General Purpose Input and Output  
USB      Universal Serial Bus 
HDMI      High-Definition Multimedia Interface   
PC      Personal Computer 
RCM                                               Radio Controlled Multicopters 
NOOBS                                          New Out Of the Box Software 
APT                                   Advanced Packaging Tool 
UART                                             Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter 
EASA      European Aviation Safety Agency 
UAV      Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 
GPSD      GPS Daemon 
NFZ      No-Fly-Zone 
PC                                                  Personal Computer 
JRE      Java Runtime Environment 
DOP                                                Dilution of Precision 
GPGLL                                            Geographic Latitude Longitude 
GPGGA     System Fix Data 
GPRMC                Recommended Minimum Sentence C 
GPGSA                Satellite Status        
HD       High Definition 
NCCA       National Centers of Competence in Research 
DRAPA      Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
OSM       Open Street Maps  
CAN       Controller Area Network 
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1.Introduction 
 
This chapter aims at giving clear understanding about the master thesis with the topic 
"No-fly-Regions (NFR) for multicopter applications". It also describes the main aim of this 
master thesis i.e., avoiding multicopter by entering no-fly-regions (NFR)is being 
discussed in this work. Also, the organizing of the complete master thesis is described. 
 
 
1.1  Motivation 
 
The main motivation for this topic came from how the light weight flying vehicles such as 
multicopters , quadracopters and drones are used  for different purposes. A recent study 
by the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) [2] revealed that the accident rate of 
the remotely piloted aerial vehicles (RPAV) or drones increased rapidly and the collision 
rates between the unmanned and manned aircrafts remains unchanged [2].  
 
 
Figure 1.1 Rule Making Process by EASA 
 
Recently eight counties in Europe has taken their first steps to take up the commercial 
drone activities. The study also mentioned that most of the accidents occurred was 
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during landing and take-off phases and some in the mid-air collision irrespective of 
weight ,size and type [2]. As drones are used in different fields such as agriculture, 
Mining, Photography, secret surveillance and many more applications we need to 
provide safety to these vehicles. As these flying systems are expensive we need to 
protect these things safely. 
 
Based on this idea, we are proposing a no-fly-region (NFR) scenario to prevent these 
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) from entering the places that are not allowed to fly. i.e., 
no-fly-region. In addition, we also need to take the performance into consideration.  
 
To ensure safety and security for these expensive vehicles, they must be guided properly 
in order to avoid them from getting busted or damaged. For this, different checks have 
to be performed to prevent entering the no-fly-regions (NFR). 
 
1.2Architecture of Multicopter 
 
There are many types of multicopters available in the market these days. Some of them 
are used for entertainment and hobby purposes and some are used for educational 
purposes i.e., for projects and research purposes. This name is originally originated from 
the helicopter. As it has one motor, the multicopter is one unique equipment that was 
equipped or integrated with two or more motors.  
 
multicopters often use fixed-pitch propellers so that the motion of the vehicle is easy to 
achieve by controlling each motor separately based on the speed of the copter. The 
usage of Radio Controlled multicopters (RCM) [3] has been increasing day by day as it 
is low budget and compatible for different types of multicopters.  
 
As this paper deals with the safety of multicopter ,we will see the types of multicopters 
and which one is the best to get used for the purpose. Going to the classification there 
are of several types. They are: 
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• BiCopter: 
 
It has two motors that can be moved by servos. It can be called as the cheapest 
multicopter because it has only two motors .It's platform is not stable and hard to tune 
[3]. It has performance issues such as less robustness, and low lifting power.  
 
 
Figure 1.2 Bicopter 
 
• TriCopter: 
 
This consists of three motors. It has two motors on the front slightly pointed towards its 
sides and one in the back which can be slightly tilted for the lifting purposes. The motors 
are arranged in Y shape and they follow the Yaw mechanism [3] which is less stable 
than multicopters. 
 
 
Figure 1.3 Tricopter 
• Quadracopter: 
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This has four motors for flying and consists of two sets of CW and CWW propellers which 
are there opposite to each other to create a good balance.It has two configurations[3]. X 
is used for sporting purposes and H is used for the aerial photography purposes. Depend 
on the pay load we can use this for different purposes. 
 
 
Figure 1.4 Quadracopter 
 
• Pentacopter : 
 
It has five motors for flying. This model is not frequently used due to come compatibility 
issues. The only advantage of this is two motors in the front are situated in the wide 
angle which does not cause any effect to the camera when the propellers are rotating 
[3]. 
 
Figure 1.5 Pentacopter 
• Hexacopter: 
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It has six motors for flying and consists of three sets of CW and CWW motors. The 
motors are situated at 90 degrees and symmetrically to each other. It has four big motors 
which helps the copter for lifting easily [3]. Even if one motor is spoiled it can still fly with 
the rest of the motors safely. It is bigger and more expensive. 
 
 
             Figure 1.6 Hexacopter 
 
• Octacopter: 
 
It has eight motors or propellers, four sets of CW and CWW motors [3]. Its main 
advantage is It has more lifting capacity than others. In case of failure of motors it can 
still fly easily. But it draws more power compared to others. 
 
 
              Figure 1.7 Octacopter 
There are different advantages and disadvantages for each one of these things. But how 
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do we come to know what kind of copter we need to choose will be explained below. 
 
On what factors we can choose right kind of Multicopter Configuration? 
 
We can choose any kind of copter depends on what purpose we are using it for. For 
anything weight is the main factor the multicopter has to deal with. If it has more weight 
then it needs more motors for lifting and stabilizing[3]. In that case it consumes more 
energy compared to the other copters. 
 
There are both advantages and dis-advantages for this i.e., the more motors we use the 
higher lift capacity it has. So we need to take the weight and power consumption into 
consideration for using these things. Another alternative for is  we can choose less weight 
with small rotors [3] where there are chances that it might consume less power. 
 
As the advancements of multicopters are increasing rapidly, we need to choose the right 
kind of platforms for the multicopters and the selection of configurations also makes a lot 
of difference. 
 
1.3  On-going Drone Projects 
 
There are some projects on drones that are ongoing for various reasons. Some 
companies are coming forward to fund the latest ongoing research projects for their 
commercial purposes [4]. And for the mutual benefit of business and study there are also 
some crowd funded projects going on recently. They are as follows: 
 
a) CyPhy LVL1 Drone: 
 
There is a lot of buzz and anxiety in people about this new drone which was has an 
awesome autonomous capabilities. This drone project was created by using fund raising 
from crowd and everyone has heavy expectations on this [4]. The special features of this 
includes the way the flight control was designed and programmed. It uses six rotors 
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instead of four which helps it to stay steady during the shoots. You can  
 
 
Figure 1.8 CyPhy LVL1 Drone 
 
Control this with a smart phone app and you can create boundaries for this by using geo-
fencing so there is no fear of inexperienced piloting.  
 
b) Aexo Aerial Exoskeletons: 
 
This drone looks like flying a box fan but, this makes your drone indestructible. It was 
constructed with high quality lightweight aluminum. This allows the drone to fly safely  
 
 
Figure 1.9Aexo Aerial Exoskeletons 
even in any situations like even if it hits something nothing will happen to the drone [4]. 
There are four rotors present in this drone which can freely spin in the cage that was 
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created for it. There are plenty of opportunities and high chances of funding for 
development of this drone. 
 
c) Eedu 
 
We can call this as the future drone. It comes in light weight and very flexible. It is mainly 
used for educational purposes. First we need to set up the drone and there is a simple 
coding interface that allows you to tell the drone to dance according to the beat of the 
song. A music file will be given as input for this and you can watch the drone dancing 
according to the beat [4]. 
 
 
Figure 1.10 Eedu 
 
d) B-Unstoppable 
 
This is one of the good choices that anyone can choose whether they are in a confusion 
to choose between a ground based speed machine and a quadracopter. The B-
unstoppable is one device which is light weight and even rocks and wood planks cannot 
match with this. It can fly in any surface [4]. It carries a FPV camera which will create a 
new twist for the racing purposes. 
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Figure 1.11 B-Unstoppable 
 
 
1.4  Structure of Thesis 
 
The structure of this thesis starts with the architecture diagram and it goes as follows: 
 
 
Figure 1.12 Architecture Diagram 
 
• It has different modules which starts with software module which is then followed 
by the communication protocol and then the hardware module. 
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• It takes the readings from the GPS sensor then transfer to database which then 
performs the later checks to perform the applications of the multicopter. 
 
We are using the Wi-Fi dongle to transmit the data through wireless medium. The 
process of how to install and use the Wi-Fi dongle will be discussed in the transmitter 
module. The no-fly-region (NFR) maps are stored in a file and from then it has to be 
processed. The following control flow diagram shows the architecture  flow , where all 
the software components are attached to Raspberry Pi 2 B where the data will be stored 
in OSM which then processes the information from the open street maps (OSM) to 
perform different checks. The checks will be done by comparing the values from the 
database to the file information which then includes into multicopter. 
 
Control Flow Diagram 
 
 
Figure 1.13 Control Flow Diagram 
 
The detailed explanation of the Structure of the hardware components are explained in 
the Concept part for more understanding. 
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2. Basics 
 
 
 
2.1  State of art 
 
These days many websites are introducing the no-fly-zones (NFZ) to the users. The 
users has to put in the address in the space that was provided and it will be marked as 
no-fly-zones (NFZ). Sometimes it doesn't make any sense because everything can be 
marked as no-fly-zones (NFZ) in that case. This chapter provides the basic idea of what 
are the rules and regulations for using the drones and their existing platforms both 
hardware and software. 
 
2.1.1  Norms for Usage of Drones 
 
There are many rules , regulations and approvals for the light weight flying vehicles that 
are already existing in Germany and also recently some laws have been introduced in 
the United states for these vehicles especially drones[5] [6] [7]. 
 
The European Parliamentary Research Service [8] has announced about the civilian use 
of "Remotely piloted Aircraft System (RPAS)" usually called as drones and their 
advantages in terms of both economical and political economic savings[8].  In civilian 
context drones can be used for operations such as border control, secret operations, 
environmental, disaster response and many more things. 
 
Not only that, the German Aviation Act [9] and Aviation order has amended some rules 
regarding the permits and restrictions on the drones to fly. They are: [9] 
 
• The drones that are used for sports or recreation has less rules and complications. 
If the drones are used for private purposes and weighs more than 5kgs [9] then 
they have to apply for a permit to make it fly otherwise no permit required. 
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• Pilots of private drones less than 5kgs has no specific legal requirements and 
there is also no age restriction to fly. They have to be kept about 1.5 km [9] away 
from the airports to avoid risk to aviation safety. 
• Commercial drones up to 5kgs are required to have flight permit and drones above 
25kgs are not even permitted to fly. Section 34 addresses the licensing of drone 
operators by checking the minimum qualifications like club setting [10].  
• Section 66 transfers authority for permitting non-commercial operations to states 
Chapter 10 of the regulations addresses the import or transfer of these vehicles 
into German airspace [10]. 
 
Recently there are also some FAA drone rules provided by the U.S. airspace for the 
benefit of commercial economy: [6][11][13] 
 
• Section 333 [5] for "Fly4Me"company allows the drones to deploy and gather the 
aerial data for commercial gain .Section 333 holders should operate the  drones 
below 200 feet above ground level [11]. 
 
FAA registered nearly 3,00,000 aircraft owners recently [12]. There are also some 
countries who are allowing the multirotors to be flown commercially [14].The light weight 
flying vehicles has to follow all the above rules and regulations and should be operated 
with little smartness to avoid those regions that are restricted to fly. 
 
2.1.2  Existing Hardware Platforms for Drones 
 
There are many Companies that started using drones for commercial and private 
purposes and some of them has their own operating system for themselves. They are: 
 
1.Airware: 
 
Airware is also a company that uses commercial drones to take advantage of aerial data 
for both the business applications. It has new operating system for the operation of 
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drones called "Aerial Information platform" [15] which combines hardware, software, and 
cloud services to safely operate drones for companies. It has to meet government 
requirements, and integrate aerial data with business systems. 
 
2.Areosight: 
 
Areosight is the first company which started using the drones for a commercial purpose. 
It uses drones for aerial view, photography and also used by BBC for clicking the 
beautiful view of sunrise and sunset with an aerial view [16]. The aerial information will 
be shared between the companies who need it. 
 
There are different development boards that has been used in the past and now for 
programming the drones. These boards have the advantages and disadvantages in their 
own. The selection of the hardware or development board depends on the individual 
requirement and goals whether it can satisfy or not. The following are list of already 
existing boards and hardware's that are used: 
 
1. UDB4 PIC UAV : 
 
This is a development board from sparkfun. It consists of a 3 axis accelerometer, dual 
axis and a single axis gyro. This is used to develop 3 axis IMU controller. It is also used 
to develop RC car, helicopter, drones, and boat which allows you to develop your own 
control [17]. A GPS is not included but it is compatible for the other GPS modules. 
 
2.UDB5 PIC UAV:  
 
This is also a sparkfun development board which is used for the development of UAV 
controllers for an RC car, helicopter, drones, and boat. This has a 3-axis gyroscope and 
an accelerometer which is used to develop three axis IMU controller [18] . For this GPS 
module is not included but is compatible for GPS module. For programming purposes 
we can use PICkit3. 
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3.UAV v2 development board: 
 
This development board also belongs to sparkfun which eventually carry 12 cables for 
GPS connection which can be used for the UAV development board as well as ArduPilot 
[19]. This development board can be programmed with C code. There are two separate 
programs for this, one for making sure the board is working and the other for stabilization 
called "GentleNav". 
 
4. Aurdino: 
 
Aurdino is also one of the well known development boards that are used to program the 
autopilot systems. It is an open-source computer hardware and software that designs 
microcontrollers for interacting with the physical world. For programming purposes it 
provides an IDE based on processing which also supports c and c++ languages [20]. 
 
5.qualcomm: 
 
Qualcomm the world's leading developer of chips for smart phones introduced a platform 
for consumer drones that makes lying vehicles lighter and less complex along with 
camera functionality. The snapdragon supports 4k camera for video and two cameras 
for depth and fourth camera for indoor stabilization [21]. The 4k camera is capable of 
1080p video with 60 frames per second. 
 
6.Dronecode an open source platform by linux foundation: 
 
Recently the Linux foundation has announced the "DroneCode" [22] which is an open 
source platform for the development of drones [23]. It is used for both personal and 
commercial applications also. This project unifies a number of existing open-source 
software and hardware for the development of drones and other autonomous flying 
vehicles [24]. This project is based on two platforms ArduPilot and PX4. 
7.linkit one prototyping development board: 
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It is also an open source high performance development board to program the 
applications and their prototypes. These products are similar to aurdino boards making 
it easy to program [25]. It consists of communication features such as GSM, GPRS, 
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. 
 
        2.1.3  Existing Software Platforms for Drones 
 
Programming the drone is one of the important tasks that every programmer have. Based 
on the way it was programmed, it performs all the actions safely and effectively. 
Programming a drone depends on one's own choice. We can say it its open for all 
programming languages. Mostly everybody programs the drones in C, node.js, python, 
C++ as they are suitable for embedded systems.  
 
There are some drones which are already in the market which are programmed using 
variety of programming languages. If we see the options that are already there: 
 
1. We can use node.js and get the ar-drone module [26][27]. Then you can execute 
the code and see the drone fly and move around. 
2. Some of the drones are using smart phones as controllers, especially android 
phones eg: The Flyver Devkit. They use the android phone as the auto pilot that 
runs all the drone apps. It uses latest version of android with sensors such as 
gyroscope, accelerometer and compass as the main specifications. Its uses its 
own Flyver sdk [28] for the development purposes. 
3.  There is another drone called Autonomous AR Parrot Drone 2.0 which also uses 
a smart phone for controlling the drone [29]. We need to install an app 
AR.FreeFlight 2.4 to control it. It uses Node.js for development. 
4. The AR Parrot Drone which is an auto pylot also uses phyton or c. 
5. AR Parrot Drone has also a special sdk for .NET applications. 
6. Programming parrot drones with Tynker [30]. The specifications include a tablet 
which supports Bluetooth 4.0 and the Tynker app version 3.0.2 or higher. 
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2.2Algorithms used in NFR 
 
Here we are using different algorithms to check weather a point is inside or outside the 
polygon and also finding out the distance from the current point to the nearest NFR. 
 
a) Point in Polygon: 
 
Case 1: PIP 
 
We are using the following algorithms to find out whether the current point is inside or 
outside the polygon. In this we are performing 
i. Orientation Check 
ii. Segment Check 
to find where the point lies and there by proceed to the next step. We can find out that 
the point is inside if the number of intersections is Odd and even if the point lies outside 
[31].The check has to be performed from all the sides w.r.t the point to find out whether 
the intersections are even or odd. 
 
Case 2:Point in polygon algorithm nach Jordan 
 
This algorithm is similar to the algorithm described in case1. A point lies inside if it has 
odd number of intersections and outside if it is even. Here we are using "Beam Method" 
to find the status of the point [32]. A beam of light will be sent from any direction in order 
to check how many times the beam cuts through the edges. It says when the beam cuts 
through the edges and if the point falls on the right hand side it says the point is inside. 
Also, there is one more check included i.e., if the point has infinite number of 
intersections then the ray went directly to an edge. 
 
Note: 
Here, we are considering both the cases and take the concept as a whole. But, for 
accurate results we are using case1 to perform the PIP test because the Case 2 
algorithm fails to prove its accuracy in finding weather a point is inside or outside when 
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checking with all the sides. This technique works for both the convex and the concave 
polygons effectively. 
 
b)Paul Brouke Algorithm: 
 
We are using this algorithm to find out the minimum distance from a point to the line. 
Using this we can check the boundaries to know the distance, how far is the NFR from 
the current point of the multicopter. The check will be performed from all the sides of the 
NFR. 
 
Here, we used the concept from  "Geometry" which is "Perpendicular distance of a point 
to the line" [33]. This technique gives the solution of finding out the shortest distance or 
minimum distance from the point to the line segment from any side the multicopter is 
coming from. Later by using the equation of the line and taking the difference of the 
points on the line from both the sides and comparing them with the current point of the 
multicopter and then finding the distance using the distance formula [33] we can get to 
know which is the nearest point in the line there by we can avoid entering it.  
 
2.3 State of Art of No-fly-region (NFR) 
 
These days drones or multicopters are used in many ways. In one sense we can say 
that the drones are the future. The no-fly-region (NFR) concept that we are using in this 
thesis can be used as an option for the following list of drones that are going to be 
developed in future to provide safety to them during the bad weather conditions [1]. As 
drones are also used for taking the weather forecasts and reporting the bad weather 
conditions, it's our need to protect them from entering those regions i.e., no-fly-region 
(NFR)  where they are not permitted to fly after a certain point according to the orders 
during that time. By using NFR we can protect the drones from getting damaged or 
busted during dynamic weather uncertainty [1]. 
 
• Renault has revealed the new concept car which uses the quadracopter along 
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with cars and named it as the future of the road [34]. The facilities include, driver 
will be given a push button to launch the quadracopter. It provides the bird view 
and the live video be sent to cars infotainment system. It will go in programmed 
route where the user can avoid things like traffic jam and accidents. 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Renault Concept Car 
 
• Amazon is planning to use quadracopters or drones for delivery purposes [35]. 
The famous courier services DHL is planning to introduce this first in Germany. 
They already tested the drones and named the drone as "PaketKopter" which 
means package copter and they are planning to use these kopter for urgent 
delivery which has a capacity to carry 6.6 pounds. 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Delivery PaketKopter 
• The American airspace is planning to use the "nano drones" or the "Insect drones" 
[36] to keep a watch on drug dealers and the illegal immigrants who are crossing 
the borders. They are already using the nano drones, but this time they want to 
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extend it using the insect drones. They said by 2017 almost 20,000 or higher 
drones will be flying in the air for these kind of surveillance purposes. 
 
 
Figure 2.3 Nano Drones or Insect Drones  
 
• A computational engineering student from U.K is developing a remote controlled 
car that transforms into a quadracopter [37]. It can be used in both sky and in the 
ground. In order to use it in the ground the four wheels has four corners where 
the blades are aligned horizontally and the blades were spinning inside. It has 
vertical take-off and landing with a HD camera for recording purposes. 
 
 
Figure 2.4 RC Transformed as Quadracopter 
 
• NCCR along with the robotics and perception group from university of Zurich are 
planning to create a system that will automatically recovers and stabilizes the 
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drone after a critical condition such as losing the GPS signals [38]. It uses GPS 
sensor, a camera, depth sensor and a measurement unit to emulate the human 
visual system. The outcome of this is the drone will programmed to recollect the 
previous landmarks it travelled through to restore balance. 
 
 
Figure 2.5 Crash and Recovery Quadracopter 
 
• Disney Vertigo is planning to create a new model which combines the car and the 
helicopter. It is mainly used to climb the walls, and base jumping tornado powered 
robot called as "Paraswift" [39].  The four wheels of this car doesn't have any 
power except the two steerable propellers. 
 
Figure 2.6 Paraswift 
• Also a conference was going to be held to discuss the future development of the 
drones called "International Drone Conference and Exposition" [40] which 
discusses various interesting concepts of drones based on various parameters 
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for both commercial and educational purposes. 
 
• The DRAPA is planning to convert large existing aircraft into drone carriers that 
launch waves of drones at a safer distance from a target to carry out the mission 
[41]. The DRAPA is trying to prove that drones would carry good payloads which 
are feasible and has high potential value. 
 
 
Figure 2.7 DRAPA Mothership  
 
2.4Raspberry Pi 2 B 
 
For this master thesis we used Raspberry Pi 2 B as our main development board to 
perform all the operations. There are many models in Raspberry Pi but we are using this 
due to the advantages when compared to the previous versions of it. All the previous 
versions of raspberry is compatible with this model. In this we are using the "Raspbian 
Noobs" [43] as the operating system which is a Linux based operation system for the 
use of raspberry.  
 
This operating system is based on Debian, which is used for Raspberry Pi hardware. It 
has many packages which has precompiled software and is easy to install. The 
specifications of this includes:[42] 
• An Arm Cortex A7, v7 processor architecture 
• A micro SD card for storing all the information and loading into OS. All the 
programs that are written will be stored in the SD card and it is also easy to eject 
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card from its slot.  
• It has a RAM of 1GB which is quite fast and helps in fast processing.  
• It has a power capacity of approximately 3 watts with 6 times the processing 
power and has low interface effort. 
 
 
Figure 2.8 Raspberry Pi 2B 
 
For using this, first we need to install Noobs as OS to get started. Later accordingly all 
the packages, necessary things can be installed for the proper functioning which will be 
explained in the hardware module of the concept. 
 
 
2.4NMEA 
 
It stands for "National Marine Electronics Association". It is a type of data format which 
is especially used by the GPS receivers for communication purposes. Mostly all GPS 
receivers understands NMEA data [44]. This data includes position, velocity and time. 
The GPS receivers transmits the NMEA data based on different standards. The version 
and standard we are using here is "NMEA 0183 Version 3.0" [45]. 
 
It allows a single talker and several listeners on one instance. The main idea of NMEA 
is to send a line of data which has all the necessary information. All the messages start 
with a $ sign followed by GP and the next 3 letters after GP specifies the type of message 
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and end with <CR><LF>. The data will come in single line with the data items separated 
by commas. 
 
The data contains of variable ASCII text which is in readable format contained in one 
sentence. There is a check sum included at the end of each sentence so that it will be 
checked for the accuracy of the data [46].NMEA data consists of different NMEA 
Sentences which is useful for us to know what exactly the sentence or the message 
mean. Each one of the sentence has a unique identification and different meaning. The 
NMEA sentences will be explained in the sensor module of the realization part. 
 
 
2.5 Goal 
 
The main goal of this master thesis is to provide a No-fly-Zone scenario for the 
multicopter applications. This concept provides a new thought of using the geometry and 
the area based detection algorithms together to detect the NFR's and avoid those zones 
for the safety of light weight flying vehicles using this algorithms. 
 
 
Figure 2.9 Main Goal 
Here we are using GPS data to know the latitude and longitude positions and then parse 
accordingly to get the actual positions. Then the positions of the multicopter will be 
written to the database every second it moves. Later the multicopter checks with the 
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NFR file that is stored locally and checks whether the current point is inside or outside. 
If the current point is inside one of the NFR then, it warns the user that the current point 
is inside the NFR and has to move out and will be backtracked to last safest point of the 
multicopter that was there before entering the NFR. Once it is out of all NFRs, the 
distance to the next NFR will be checked and processed.  
 
 
3.  Concept 
 
This is the main part of the whole master thesis. In this part we will explain how everything 
works. This part has 4 main modules. They are: 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Modules Diagram 
 
• Hardware Module 
• Communication Module 
• Software Module 
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Each module will be explained in detail in this section.  
 
3.1  Hardware Module  
 
       3.1.1 Devices Used in Hardware Module 
 
                a) Raspberry Pi 2 B: 
 
As described above in the basics section, we are using Raspberry Pi as our main 
development board which has an Arm processor. It looks small but it has all the 
capabilities like a mini personal computer which can be able to process the applications 
with low interface effort and more processing power. That's why we have chosen this 
board for our development purposes. 
 
One of the powerful feature of raspberry pi is it has the row of GPIO pins [46]. It has 40 
pins out of which 26 pins are used for GPIO and the rest are used for power and ground 
connection purposes plus two ID EEPROM pins. There are some new changes that has 
been added to the raspberry when compared to previous models. 
 
The new hardware changes include 900Mhz quadcore which gives a nice speed boost 
while starting up the development process. There are 4 USB ports in this model [46]. It 
uses a micro USB port for power and it has a HDMI port for connecting the monitor with 
the HDMI cable which allows us to use this board as a separate PC. There is an Ethernet 
cable which allows us to use the internet for our Pi.  
 
The following steps describes how to get started with the installation of Raspberry Pi: 
 
• First, we need to keep the SD card in its place and we need to format the SD card 
for cleaner installation in order to load the operating system (OS). Then we 
download the NOOBS [43]and by unzipping the contents into the SD card. Then 
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we have to select Raspbian Noobs from the list of options for installing the OS 
into the system. We can choose more than one OS at a time while selecting the 
OS from the list. By doing this it will partition the SD card, install the operating 
system and configure the dual booting as well. 
 
• After secure booting by itself, we then redirects to the OS selection screen if you 
selected more than one operating systems (OS),then we have to choose the 
Raspian Noobs from the options. By doing this the machine will reboots itself one 
more time and loads all the important things and once it is done we get standard 
Linux blue screen. 
 
• Then we get a few options that we need to save upon the first boots of the 
Raspbian, [47] so we need to use the keyboard for selecting the options and we 
have to enable the boot to the graphical desktops. After pressing yes, the system 
saves the changes and reboots the system again to remember the configuration 
we selected and we can see the colorful test screen which then it automatically 
remembers and selects the last OS we have used from the selection option of the 
OS. 
 
• After selecting our OS it again reboots to save all the changes and then we enters 
into the Raspbian standard desktop which is Arm based Linux disk drive. It will 
come with a standard web browser which is a Firefox based and it comes with the 
repositories too i.e., the Pi store where we can acquire some software for the 
raspberry pi. 
 
• We can login to the raspberry pi from the terminal using the user name and 
password provided by the raspberry. The default things are 
 
                                    User name : pi 
                                Password : raspberry 
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b) Samsung Smart Phone: 
 
This experiment basically started with checking the GPS location with the smart 
phone. For that we installed android studio for programming it and we have 
flashed a program to into this mobile for creating an application to display the GPS 
coordinates. It worked successfully and we wrote the values to the database also. 
Before using the Raspberry Pi we have used the Launchpad MSP430 for 
experimental purposes. 
 
We started using MSP430 [48] to check the readings of the GPS sensor. After 
connecting the sensor and trying to read the readings at Baud rate 38400 from 
the serial ports it was unable to give the expected readings. The readings we are 
getting is not ASCII and we are unable to figure out the messages. 
 
We have tried using the USART of MSP430, but the sensor is unable to read the 
readings and the serial communication is not working properly. This is the reason 
we chose Raspberry Pi due to its flexibility and low interface effort and less cost 
compared to smart phone. 
 
3.1.2  GPS Sensor 
 
This is the main thing of this thesis. The sensor we are using is the U-BLOX 
sensor. It has 3 wires. 
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Figure 3.2 GPS Sensor 
 
• First one is for Power. It is red in color. It uses 3.3 Volts power supply for 
the power which goes in Pin2 on the board. 
• The second one is for the Ground (GND) which goes in Pin 8 on the 
board. 
• The third one is transmitter Tx cable which transmits the GPS data to the 
board. We have to attach the Tx to the Rx port of this board, which goes 
in pin10 on the board. 
 
3.2   Communication Module 
 
This module is responsible for communication purposes. All the communication takes 
place through GPS and Wi-Fi stick for wireless communication. 
 
3.2.1   Wi-Fi Stick for wireless communication 
 
Here we are using Wi-Fi stick for transferring the data from sensor to the database. The 
Wi-Fi stick we are using here is Edimax-802.11b/g/n micro USB adapter [49]. It is small, 
flexible and compatible. May be we might have used some plug-n-play devices in the 
Power 3.3V 
Ground (GND)   
 
Transmitter  
        Tx 
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past. But all the devices are not plug-n-play, as some of them need separate drivers for 
to make them work. Some of the operating systems such as windows have built in drivers 
but it is completely different for the Raspberry based Linux systems. 
 
For this reason we need to buy wireless adapter compatible for Linux based systems. 
As the current Edimax-802.11b/g/n [49] supports raspbian we are using this as the 
wireless device. First we have to insert the Wi-Fi into one of the USB ports that are 
available. After logging into the raspberry pi we have to find out whether our device is 
detected or not. For that we can see the list of devices that are available by using the 
following command [50] 
  
 
 
When we type this command and press enter we can see the list of devices attached to 
the USB ports. In order to configure the network we have to configure the settings in the 
file "/etc/network/interfaces" which can be found by typing the following command. 
 
 
 
After typing this we get an editor where we need to make the changes on specific parts 
of it which looks like follows [40]: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
dmesg | more 
        Sudo nano  /etc/network/interfaces 
auto lo 
 
iface lo inet loopback 
iface etho inet dhcp 
 
allow-hotplug wlan0 
auto wlan0 
 
iface wlan0 inet dhcp 
 
     wpa-ssid "Your Network SSID" 
     wpa-psk "Your Password" 
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Here we need to keep our Network ID and Password in the appropriate places [50]. After 
this we can save the file and exit the editor. At this point everything is configured and we 
need to reload the network services. In order to do that we need to type the following 
command: 
 
 
 
 
After reloading the network we can check our Wi-Fi connection if it is connected or not, 
by using the command  
 
 
 
 
3.2.2GPS Sensor Communication 
 
In order to have GPS sensor communication, we need to have a good range of signal. 
The signal quality and strength are also one of the important factors of accuracy. If we 
are not there in a location where the GPS signals catch, it will give you the outputs as 
zero and sometimes out of range values too. In order to avoid that, the GPS sensor 
should be kept at place where there is availability of good strength. The power that was 
used by this sensor is 3.3v. Some other sensors use 5v. The NMEA format should be 
considered while taking the readings. 
 
3.3   Software Module 
 
This module explains the algorithms that we have used and how the checks has been 
done in a detailed manner. We are using point in polygon (PIP) and Paul brouke 
algorithm to check the conditions accordingly, and after that we will see how to find out 
the distance from safe point to other polygons. These points are discussed below.  
 
sudo service networking reload 
                                   ifconfig 
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3.3.1   Point in Polygon Algorithm 
 
This is one of the important approach to find out whether the point is inside or outside 
the polygon [31]. This approach is based on geometry which gives an accurate result of 
whether the point is inside or outside. Here we have created some polygons on our own 
to check the point in polygon algorithm. The polygons we created consists of both convex 
and concave and we are taking a non-intersecting polygon to check the point is inside or 
outside. A non-intersecting polygon looks as follows: 
 
Figure 3.3 Non Intersecting Polygon 
 
Now we will perform checks like: orientation check, end point check and find out the 
number of times the point is passing through the polygon [31]. We can say that two set 
of points (a.b) and (c,d) intersect only if they pass through each other. Now we have to 
concentrate on the orientation of the points i.e., the direction we are taking. There are 
three possibilities of the orientation. It can be Clock wise, anticlockwise or collinear. The 
clockwise represents a right turn, anticlockwise represents a left turn and the collinear 
represents no turn which looks like follows [31]: 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Orientations 
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Now we have to check the orientation based on the intersection of the points. Two 
segments (p1,q1) and (p2,q2) intersect each other only if they have different orientation 
and these two conditions has to be verified [30]. 
 
• (p1,q1,p2) and (p1.q1.q2) have different orientation 
• (p2,q2,p1) and (p2,q2,q1) have different orientation 
 
 
Figure 3.5 Possible Orientations 
 
• And the special case to check is weather these points are collinear or not i.e., 
(p1,q1,p2) , (p1.q1.q2), (p2,q2,p1) and (p2,q2,q1) are collinear. 
 
 
Figure 3.6 Checking Collinear Points 
 
After checking the orientation, we have to compute the orientation, so that we can say 
whether the points are taking a left turn, right turn or no turn. This can be obtained by 
taking the slope of the line segment [31]. 
 
For (p1,p2)   � = (�� − ��)/ (�� − ��) 
For (p2,p3)   � = (�� − ��)/ (�� − ��) 
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We can say that it takes turn clockwise if : � > � 
We can say that it takes turn anti clockwise if : � < � 
We can say that it takes no turn if : � =  � 
 
The orientation depends on the following expression based on whether it has positive 
result or negative result or null [31]. 
 
� = (�� − ��)(�� − ��) − (�� − ��)(�� − ��) 
 
This can be written programmatically as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Now we know how to check the orientation, the next part is to find out whether the point 
is inside or outside the polygon.  
 
 
Figure 3.7 Checking Point is Inside or Outside Polygon 
 
 
static int orientation(Point p, Point q, Point r) 
   { 
  double val = (q.y - p.y) * (r.x - q.x) - (q.x - p.x) * (r.y - q.y); 
  if (val == 0) return 0; // colinear 
  return (val > 0)? 1: 2; // clock or counterclock wise 
   } 
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For that we need to take a polygon weather convex or concave and take some points in 
or out the polygon and extend to the right side each of those points to infinity. Then 
perform the orientation test for each side of the polygon with respect to the point. We 
can say the point is inside if it has odd number of intersections and outside if it has even 
number of intersections [31][32].  
 
In some special cases like if the point is on the line we have to still follow the even and 
odd intersections because it is collinear case and it takes no turn. The following code 
shows how to check the intersections for each side. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this way we can compute the orientations w.r.t the point and check the number of 
intersections each side and can decide whether the point falls inside or outside the 
polygon. 
 
static Boolean doIntersect(Point p1, Point q1, Point p2, Point q2) 
  { 
 
  // Find the four orientations needed for general and special cases 
  int o1 = orientation(p1, q1, p2); 
  int o2 = orientation(p1, q1, q2); 
  int o3 = orientation(p2, q2, p1); 
  int o4 = orientation(p2, q2, q1); 
 
  // General case 
  if (o1 != o2 && o3 != o4) return true; 
 
  // Special Cases   
  if (o1 == 0 && onSegment(p1, p2, q1)) return true; 
if (o2 == 0 && onSegment(p1, q2, q1)) return true; 
  if (o3 == 0 && onSegment(p2, p1, q2)) return true; 
  if (o4 == 0 && onSegment(p2, q1, q2)) return true; 
 
  return false; // Doesn't fall in any of the above cases 
 } 
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 3.3.2  Distance from Point to Line by Paul Brouke 
 
In order to check the distance from the point to the polygon which is near, we are using 
this algorithm which comes along with the combination of the concept of perpendicular 
distance from point to line segment or tangent. Initially we need to check the distance of 
points on the line P1 (x1,y1) and P2 (x2,y2) [33]. Then we need to take the distance from 
both sides i.e., first we need to take the distance of the line w.r.t "X" and then w.r.t "Y". 
The difference can be represented by ∆. Then the actual distance has to be found w.r.t 
the point P3 as shown below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The equations w.r.t x and y are written as follows: 
 
�∆ = ��. � − ��. � 
�∆ = ��. � − ��. � 
 
Next we need to find the distance formula of the line w.r.t the point P3 [33]. We are using 
the formula below in order to find which is the closest point on the line i.e., P1 or P2.Here 
we will represent the distance by the letter "u". 
 
                        � =           ((��. � − ��. �) ∗ �∆ + (��. � − ��. �) ∗ �∆)) 
(�∆ ∗ �∆ + �∆ ∗ �∆)  
 
P1 (x1,y1) 
P2(x2,y2) 
P3(x3,y3) 
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After computing we will the result, then we will get to know which point is the closest 
depends on the value "u". We can say it is close to: 
 
Point : P1 if u < 0 
Point : P2 if u > 0 
 
If the value doesn't fall in both the cases, then we have to compute that new point that is 
closest to the line by adding the "u" value to the point P1 along with the values of 
�∆ ��� �∆.[33] 
 
� = (��. � + � ∗ �∆, ��. � + � ∗ �∆) 
 
The above part can be written programmatically as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After using the above formula, we have to subtract "n" from the point P3 in order to get 
the new point. 
float u = (float) (((p.x * yDelta) - (xDelta * p.y) + (l2.x * l1.y) - (l2.y - l1.x)) 
               ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                   
                            Math.sqrt(xDelta * xDelta + yDelta * yDelta));   
 
 Point closestPointOnLine = new Point(); 
        if (u < 0) 
       { 
     closestPointOnLine= l1.x; 
     closestPointOnLine.y = l1.y; 
        }  
       else if (u > 1)  
        { 
     closestPointOnLine.x = l2.x; 
     closestPointOnLine.y = l2.y; 
        }  
      else 
        { 
             closestPointOnLine = new Point(l1.x + u * xDelta, l1.y + u * yDelta); 
         } 
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� = �� − � 
 
After getting the value of "d" we will get the actual distance [33] from the point to the line 
segment by using the distance formula: 
 
Sqrt (d.x * d.x + d.y * d.y) 
 
The above part will be written as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The closest point on the line check will be performed to all sides of the polygon. It starts 
with index "i" and performs its check till "i -1".Index here is we can say the point. Every 
time it will take end points of the polygon into consideration and the check will be 
performed from all the sides as mentioned above.  
 
By doing this , where ever the current point of the multicopter is and no matter from which 
side it is coming, as we are checking all sides of the polygon it will give the accurate 
distance from the current location to the line of the polygon. This check can be performed 
with a polygon that has any number of points and sides. 
 
3.3.3  Checking distance from Safe Point to other NFR's 
 
After the above checks, once we are out of all no-fly-regions (NFR) then the next check 
will be checking the distance from the safe point to other no-fly-regions (NFR) by 
checking with the NFR file that is available. The programmatic part for this one will be 
explained in the realization part.   
 
        Point d = new Point(); 
        d.x = p.x - closestPointOnLine.x; 
        d.y = p.y - closestPointOnLine.y;         
        return Math.sqrt(d.x * d.x + d.y * d.y); 
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3.4GPS Sensor Module 
 
The GPS Sensor module is a software module from where we can get the GPS readings 
and store it to the database. Before going deep into the concept we will see how to get 
started with this module. As discussed in the before sections we need to attach the 
sensor to the raspberry pi to get the readings in the terminal. 
 
First after entering into the raspberry pi home screen we have to open the terminal and 
then we have to login to the system as a super user in order to make some changes in 
the system if we are new to linux or ubuntu. For that we need to use SUDO [51] command 
to get the super user rights. We can also use the system as the normal root user with 
the login credentials provided above. We can use the system as super user with the 
command below. 
 
 
 
If we want to install something on our raspberry we need to use "apt-get" command 
which means Advanced Packaging Tool (APT) for graphical front-end interfaces. It will 
be used along with the combination of SUDO command [51]. It can be used as follows: 
 
 
 
 
We can "Update" the system from the root user using the command along with the apt-
get as follows: 
 
 
 
 
We have use the super user rights only when it is needed. This is like gaining the 
administrator rights or privileges to change or disabling some safety measures of the 
Sudo su 
Sudo apt-get install "name" 
Sudo apt-get update 
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system. After updating the system, we need to install a package manager for software 
installation called as "Synaptic" [52] [53]. Using this we can install the packages that 
we need for our project. In order to install it we have to type the following command in 
the terminal: 
 
 
 
Once you press enter you will be directed to the synaptic manager [52][53] screen which 
looks like follows: 
 
 
Figure 3.8 Synaptic Manager 
 
After that we can go and install what all the packages we need for our project. 
 
        3.4.1  Installation of Packages for Reading GPS Data 
 
In order to read GPS readings from the terminal we need to check whether there are any 
packages that are already installed for GPS if not we have to check and install them. We 
can check the packages by typing the package name in the search box shown in the 
above figure.  
 
sudo apt-get install synaptic 
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In the search box we need to type GPS and check what all things will come related to it. 
After getting the related things, we can mark multiple items that are related to GPS and 
then we can click on APPLY button for installing it [53]. While installing, if it needs to 
install any additional packages related to the search, it will prompt you for authorization. 
Once you press ok, all the things related to the searched package will be installed which 
looks like follows:  
 
 
Figure 3.9 Additional Instructions 
 
Everything will be ready to use at this point. Now our next task is to read GPS values 
from the sensor to the terminal. 
 
In this project we are using JAVA as our main development language for the raspberry 
pi. The main reason for using java is it has less interface effort, easily programmable and 
allows garbage collection when compared to other languages. It can easily execute any 
lines of code with in fraction of seconds. We can create our own packages and exception 
handling made easy. In addition to this we can say JAVA is the future because it was 
used in everything such as creating android apps, gaming etc. The following command 
is used to check if the java is installed or not in your system [54]: 
 
 
 
dpkg  --get-selections | grep jdk 
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The latest version of java that we are using in raspberry pi is "Oracle Java 8"[54][56].If 
you were unable to find java in your raspberry you can easily install from the synaptic 
manager or by using apt-get from the terminal. 
 
 
 
When we are compiling and executing the program, the compiled and the executed 
version of the java has to be same. If they are not same then we won't get the output. In 
order to know the java and javac version [54] in your pi we can simply type in the following 
commands: 
 
 
 
 
If you want to see if multiple versions of java is installed in your system and want to 
choose a specific one, you can do it using the command and can choose which version 
you want and can select[55]. 
 
 
 
 
The same can be done to the java compiler by replacing the java above with javac. If we 
want to see the path where java is located we can know by using the following 
command:[55][56] 
 
 
 
        3.4.2 Reading GPS Sensor through Serial Communication 
 
Reading GPS data from serial communication is one of the main things we have to do 
for this thesis. Serial communication is an ancient approach in computing to transfer data 
$ java -version 
$ javac -version 
 
sudo apt-get install oracle-java8-jdk 
sudo update-alternatives  --config java 
echo $JAVA_HOME 
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between different components [57]. It's the most common way of connecting from a PC 
to an embedded system. Here we are using UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver 
Transmitter) as a part of serial communication. 
 
When we are doing serial communication over UART, it consists of two connections for 
the transfer of data bits. Each one transmits data Tx at one point and receives data Rx 
on the other point. Both can be used at the same time. In this we are connecting the Tx 
of GPS sensor to the Rx of the raspberry in order to get the GPS readings [58]. Once 
the all the connections of GPS are properly connected to the raspberry pi we then need 
to install some software for getting the readings out of the sensor. 
 
I.   RxTx Library Java: 
 
RxTx is one of the important libraries that will be used by the java for communication 
purposes. It provides serial and parallel communication for the Java Development Tool 
kit (JDK) [59][60]. We can say Raspberry Pi as one good example where a PC 
communicates with the embedded system for debugging purposes. 
 
We can write our own application for using the serial communication which is much more 
flexible for us to use instead of using the terminal program. As we are using JAVA as our 
main language adding RxTx to java gives us much more flexibility. It has to be installed 
after installing JRE. We can install the java RxTx software library using the following 
command [59]: 
 
 
 
      II.   Creating Soft Link to Comm Port: 
 
In raspberry there are some Comm ports which will be used for serial communication. In 
order to use these ports, we need to create a soft link to the Comm port in order to get 
the readings out of the sensor. The RxTx library cannot find the device "/dev/ttyAMA0". 
sudo apt-get install librxtx-java 
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For that we need to create a soft link to make it detectable using the command [61]: 
 
 
 
We can check whether a soft link is created or not [61] by using the following command. 
This command also lists the available devices in the system. 
 
 
 
 
  3.4.3 How to Debug and Flash the program into SD Card  
 
After doing all the installations as described above we have to write a program that reads 
the data from data out of the GPS sensor through the serial port we created. In that we 
are to set the serial port specifications by setting the comm port identifier to "/dev/ttyS80" 
[61].We can our parameters like the port number accordingly based on the device and 
port we are using. 
 
Here we are following the 8-N-1 rule [61] which applies for the serial communication to 
transmit the data asynchronously where we have to set the Data_bits to 8 and Stop_bits 
to 1and flow control to none. The baud rate has to be set to38400 i.e., rate with which 
sensor transmits the data. This is written in program as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After this we have to compile and execute the program using the following commands. 
ln -s  /dev/ttyAMA0  /dev/ttys80 
ls /dev/tty* 
public static void main(String[] args) 
{ 
        try  
        { 
           CommPortIdentifier portId = CommPortIdentifier.getPortIdentifier(port); 
           SerialPort serialPort = (SerialPort) portId.open("GPS", 5000); 
           serialPort.setSerialPortParams(38400, SerialPort.DATABITS_8, 
                                                                                                   SerialPort.STOPBITS_1,    
SerialPort.PARITY_NONE);                                                                                                
            seri lPor .setFlowControlMode(S rialPort.FLOWCONTROL_NONE); 
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We can compile using the command: 
 
 
 
Once the program is compiled, we can run the program along with the path where java 
is present and the RxTx jar file using the following command: 
 
 
 
 
Now we get the readings out of the sensor i.e., the NMEA data which will be explained 
in the NMEA section.We can also get the raw sensor data from the port followed by the 
cat command using the command line as follows: 
 
 
 
 
In order to get the raw data in a much nicer way that is easily understandable , we can 
use the GPS deamon (GPSD) [62]. For that we need to install the gpsd first and make 
sure that the gpsd is working in the system. Then we have to use the following 
commands: 
 
 
 
 
Then we have to start gpsd [62] using the following command: 
 
 
 
Once you get the readings, you can take the screenshot of your result in the terminal 
using the scrot  command [63]. We can install it using the apt-getcommand. 
javac -cp /usr/share/java/RXTXcomm.jar gps.java 
/usr/lib/jvm/jdk-8-oracle-arm-vfp-hflt/jre/bin/java -Djava.library.path=/usr/lib/jni/ -cp 
/usr/share/java/RXTXcomm.jar:. gps 
$ stty -F /dev/ttyAMA0 raw 38400 cs8 clocal -cstopb 
$ cat /dev/ttyAMA0 
sudo apt-get update 
sudo ap-get install gpsd gpsd-clients python-gps 
sudo gpsd /dev/ttyAMA0 -F /var/run/gpsd.sock 
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Using this command we can take the screenshot of the output or the result from the 
terminal window in linux. We can also use scrot with two options [63]: 
• -b for window borders  
• -d for delay for some seconds 
 
3.5  Transmitter Module 
 
In this module we are transmitting the data from the sensor to the database. From the 
sensor readings, we are looking for a specific format GPGLL. The information about this 
will be explained in the NMEA [64] part. Here we are looking for GPGLL format and when 
the sensor detects this particular string it takes the latitude and longitude values from it 
and those values will be parsed by converting them to radians and then to degrees. Later 
those values will be stored to the database. 
 
        3.5.1 How to transmit GPS data to database through Wi-Fi  
 
In order to transmit the data , first we have to make sure that we have a database. We 
can send the data to the database that we created or we can also send the data to an 
existing database. If you want to create a new mysql-server [65] we have to use the 
following commands: 
 
 
 
 
 We can also create a username and password for the database we created [66]. 
 
sudo apt-get install mysql-server 
sudo apt-get install libmysql-java 
mysqladmin -u root password root 
sudo apt-get install scrot 
scrot MyProgram.png 
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You can login to you database by giving your login information . 
 
 
Then we can transfer the data to the database and can send it through wireless network 
we already created before [50]. We can also test the database if it is connected or not 
by giving our username and password. 
 
3.5.2 How to transmit Data to Open Street Maps (OSM) 
 
In the above section we saw how to create a database and transfer the GPS data. In this 
part we are using an already existing database that was connected to the open street 
maps [67]. As soon as we encounter the GPGLL string we then transfer the data to this 
database. In this we are transferring the data using two ways. We can use anyone of this 
to connect to the database. 
 
a) Using HTTP GET Method 
 
We can insert the data into the database using the HTTP GET method [68].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b) Using JDBC Connection 
mysql -u root -p 
private static void insertGET(String lat, String lon) throws Exception  
 { 
  String url = "https://www.tu-
chemnitz.de/informatik/ce/webservice/insertGPS.php?phonename=nfr&gpsx="+lat+"&gpsy=
"+lon; 
  System.out.println(url); 
  URL obj = new URL(url); 
  HttpURLConnection con = (HttpURLConnection) obj.openConnection(); 
  con.setRequestMethod("GET"); 
  con.setRequestProperty("User-Agent", "Mozilla/5.0"); 
  int responseCode = con.getResponseCode(); 
  System.out.println(responseCode); 
 } 
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We can insert into the database using the code as follows [69]: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.5.3 Viewing the transmitted data on OSM  
 
After transferring the data to the database, we can view the data in the open street maps 
[67]. Open Street Maps is a software which can be used to edit the maps according to 
our requirements. We can collect the data manually from the information getting from the 
GPS devices and other free sources and we can put it to the open street maps. Using 
this maps we can see our location in a graphical view very clearly and can identify the 
location easily.  
 
In this thesis the data that was transferred to the database through the Wi-Fi medium will 
be stored to the open street maps so that we can identify the current location or location 
of the user graphically. Every time when the GPS detects the GPGLL string the latitude 
and the longitude values are written to the data base and the value that was written lastly 
will be seen like this using the following link: 
public static void main(String[] args) 
    { 
       static String url = "jdbc:mysql://mysql.hrz.tu- 
chemnitz.de:3306/openstreetmaps?user=Openmapuser1&password=Openmapuser1"; 
    static String insertSQL = "INSERT INTO gpsdata(Id, Name,GPSy,GPSx) VALUES (NULL, 'nfr', ?, ?)"; 
    static String port = "/dev/ttyS80"; 
      { 
       try  
        { 
          Class.forName("com.mysql.jdbc.Driver").newInstance(); 
          conn = DriverManager.getConnection(url); 
          System.out.println("Values successfully written to the database"); 
        } catch (Exception e) { 
          System.out.println("failed to write"); 
         e.printStackTrace(); 
   } 
}  
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By clicking on it we will get the location in a map view. 
 
 
4.  Realization of the Concept 
 
In the above parts we saw some of the concepts that we have used for this thesis. Here 
we will see how actually we used the concepts in a programmatic way. In the first part of 
this we will see about the NMEA data, NMEA sentences and their meanings, and error 
status messages .The next part we are going to see the programmatic implementations 
of the software module and the last part we see the reason for choosing specifically 
raspberry pi to get the results. 
 
4.1 GPS Sensor Module 
 
In this module we will see the data readings that is coming from GPS sensor that was 
attached to the raspberry pi. The GPS sensor gives NMEA data as output which will be 
explained here. 
 
4.1.1  NMEA GPS Data  
 
National Marine Electronics Association is a protocol [70] which is used for the navigation 
purposes . These messages have different specifications and types. NMEA 0183 is 
mainly used by marine for boat navigation purposes and for control systems. All the GPS 
devices and sensors that are using today produces NMEA messages. The NMEA 
message format is understandable by almost all the users who are using it. NMEA 0183 
[71] has different versions.  
The latest version is NMEA 4.10 [72]. Recently the National Marine Electronics 
http://tu-chemnitz.de/informatik/ce/webservice/insertGPS.php?gpsx=10&gpsy=20 
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Association has attempted to change their protocol from NMEA 0183 to NMEA 2000.It 
has an interpretation of Controller Area Network (CAN) which is mostly used in the 
automotive industry for networking purposes [71]. NMEA 0183 is frame based and can 
be transmitted through serial communication systems. But NMEA 2000 is not frame 
based.  
 
NMEA 2000 standard is implemented and is used for boat navigation but it was not yet 
adopted by the GPS devices. They still use NMEA 0183 standard. The data encoding 
will be done in ASCII but the high data bit is not used [71]. The baud rate i.e., the rate at 
which the data is coming from the GPS device depends on the version we are using. In 
this we need a baud rate of 38400bps in order to get the NMEA messages. NMEA 0183 
with version 3.0 as it gives the required baud rate we need [45]. Most of the GPS sensors 
gives NMEA data by connecting it through serial port 8N1 or through a RS232 cable. 
 
4.1.2  Types of NMEA Messages   
 
There are many types of NMEA messages that are available. Here we are going to see 
about 4 types of NMEA messages that are used frequently [70]. 
 
a. GPRMC : 
 
NMEA uses its own version to get the position, velocity and the time. Which in turn called 
as RMC, the Recommended Minimum. The GPRMC [45][72] sentence looks like follows: 
 
$GPRMC, 154232, A, 2758.612, N, 08210.515, W, 0854.4,084.4, 230315,003.1, W, *CC<CR><LF> 
        1             2     3      4       5         6       7      8       9        10      11    12  13 
 
Where, 
 1 - Represents Sentence identifier 
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 2 - Time - 154232 denotes 15 hours, 42 minutes, 32 seconds 
 3 - To check data is Active or Void i.e.,  A - good  V - not good 
 4 - Latitude - 2758.612 represents 27 degrees, 58.612 minutes 
 5  and 7 - Hemisphere: N - North , W - West 
 6 - Longitude - 0854.4 represents 082 degrees and 10.515 minutes 
 8 - Speed 
 9 - Track 
 10 - Represents date, 230315 represents 23 date 03 month 15 year 
 12 - Magnetic variation 
 13 - Check sum 
 
b. GPGGA 
 
It represents global fix positioning data which is an essential fix data used to provide the 
3D location and the accuracy of data [45][72].  This is the only sentence that reports 
altitude. 
 
$GPGGA, 123519, 4807.038, N, 02758.612, E, 1, 08, 0.9, 545.4, M, 46.9, M,,*CC<CR><LF> 
1             2           3      4       5        6 7 8    9    10  11  12  13 14 15 
 
Where, 
 1 - Represents Sentence identifier 
 2 - Time - 123519 denotes 12 hours, 35 minutes, 19 seconds 
          3 - Latitude 48 degrees, 07.038 minutes 
 4  and 6 - Hemisphere: N - North , E - East 
 5  - Longitude - 02758.612 represents 27 degrees and 58.612 minutes 
 7 - 1 represents fix quality:  0 = invalid 
                                          1 = GPS fix 
                                          2 = DGPS fix 
                                          3 = PPS fix 
 8 - Track 
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 9 - Horizontal dilution of position 
 10,11 -  Altitude , Meters above mean sea level 
 12,13 - Height of geoid above mean sea level 
 14 - Empty field 
 15 - Check sum 
 
c. GPGSA 
 
This GPS sentence shows the Dilution of Precision (DOP) and the number of active 
satellites. DOP represents the effect of satellites on the accuracy of fix [45][72]. For 3D 
fixes using 4 satellites 1.0 will be considered as the good number.  There is difference in 
which the PRN is represented  and there is a chance that it may affect some programs 
to display the data. The example shown below consists of 5 satellites in the solution but 
the null fields are scattered and satellites in null position are not used. 
 
$GPGSA,A,3,04,05, ,09,12, , , 24, , , , ,2.5, 1.3, 2.1*39 
1       2  3   4   5  6 7    8  91011121314 15  16  17 
 
Where, 
 1 - Represents Sentence identifier Satellite Status 
 2 - Auto selection of 2D or 3D 
 3 - 3D fix 
 4- PRNs of the satellites that are used for fix 
 5 - PRNs of the satellites that are used for fix 
 14 - DOP 
 15 - HDOP (Horizontal) 
 16 - VDOP (Vertical) 
 17 - Check sum 
 
d. GPGLL 
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This is another NMEA sentence type used to find out the Geographic Latitude and 
Longitude positions [45][72].  
 
$GPGLL, 4916.45, N, 12311.12. W. 225444, A, *1D 
                             1           2         3     4           5     6         7    8 
 
Where, 
 1 - Represents Sentence identifier Satellite Status 
 2 - Latitude 49degrees, 16minutes, 45seconds 
 3, 5 - Hemisphere N - North, W - West 
 4 - Longitude 123degrees, 11 minutes, 12 seconds 
 6 - Time 22 hours, 54 minutes, 44 seconds 
 7 - Data Active or Void 
 8 - Checksum 
 
4.1.3  GPGLL String   
 
This is one of the main strings of NMEA messages. Here we are taking only GPGLL 
string as it provides the geographic latitude and longitude positions with good accuracy 
[45][72]. The GPGLL string will be inputted every second and we will parse the string  
and send to the database.  
 
The inputted GPGLL string will be put to an input stream and we will check whether we 
are getting the actual number of fields or not. If we don't get the fields we expected the 
string will be rejected. We will split the data[73] from the string accordingly using "," and 
check the length of the string and parse it accordingly. This will be shown by the following 
code: 
 
 
 
 
String nmeaString = "$PTNLSNM,0002,01*55\r\n"; 
            byte[] nmeaCmd = nmeaString.getBytes(); 
            String gpsData = ""; 
            outStream.write(nmeaCmd, 0, nmeaCmd.length); 
            while(true)  
            { 
 if(inStream.available() > 0)  
 { 
                    int b = inStream.read(); 
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When the program detects the $GPGLL string, it will give a message "YES" and 
continues. When the NMEA sentence doesn't match the actual format we expected i.e., 
if it doesn't starts with $GPGLL the sentence will be rejected.  We are taking the latitude 
and longitude values till four decimal points for accuracy.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The latitude and longitude positions we get from this string are not parsed out, we have 
to convert them into radians and then to degrees [74] in order to write to database. This 
 
if(datum[0].trim().equals("$GPGLL")) 
   { 
  System.out.println("YES"); 
  stmt = conn.prepareStatement(insertSQL); 
  String lat1 = datum[1].substring(0,2); 
  String lat2 = datum[1].substring(2); 
  Double lati = Double.parseDouble(lat1) + (Double.parseDouble(lat2)/60); 
  System.out.println(lati); 
 
  String lon1 = datum[3].substring(0,3); 
  String lon2 = datum[3].substring(3); 
  Double lon = Double.parseDouble(lon1) + (Double.parseDouble(lon2)/60); 
  System.out.println(lon);        
  stmt.setDouble(1, Double.parseDouble(String.format("%.4f", lati))); 
  stmt.setDouble(2, Double.parseDouble(String.format("%.4f", lon))); 
  stmt.execute(); 
} 
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will be written as follows : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        4.1.4  Error Status Messages 
 
These messages help the user to identify the status of the messages. NMEA sentences 
in general when used with GPS devices they return four kinds of flags. Those flags give 
the meaning of weather the NMEA sentences we are getting are valid or not. They are 
the Mode, Status, and Active or Void bits. The other one is FAA and is not used here. 
 
The following NMEA sentences gives the above four flags [71] and their status will be 
shown in the following table. 
 
 GPGGA GPRMC  GPGLL GPGSA 
Returns Active bit     Yes        Yes          No          No 
Returns Void bit     Yes        Yes          No          No 
Returns Mode      No         No          No         Yes 
Returns Status      No        Yes         Yes           No 
Table 4.1 Error Status Messages 
 
4.2  Software Module and Region Controller 
 
In this section we will see how we programmed the no-fly-regions (NFR) according to 
private static String convertGPS(double value) 
 { 
    String result = null; 
    double degValue = value/100; 
    int degrees = (int) degValue; 
    double decMinutesSeconds = ((degValue - degrees)) / .60; 
    double minuteValue = decMinutesSeconds * 60; 
    int minutes = (int) minuteValue; 
    double secsValue = (minuteValue - minutes) * 60; 
    result = degrees + "\u00B0" + " "+ minutes + " ' "+ String.format("%.1f", secsValue) + "\""; 
    return result; 
} 
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the algorithms we discussed in the software module along with the safety checks. 
 
4.2.1  No-Fly Region controller  
 
In this module we are using the No-fly Region map data for processing different no fly 
zones. All the data will be stored in a file and the information about each polygon will be 
read line by line and stored. The NFR data present in the file is unique and it has a 
specific format so that there will be no chance of redundancy or duplication. The 
advantage by doing this is we can avoid checking the same region twice which in order 
saves time. It also gives attention to the format in the file which the polygon data is given.  
 
If it does not get the expected data according to the given format, then the polygon list 
will not be processed and will be marked as an error. The polygon can have any number 
of sides and it can be in any manner. The information stored in the data base will be 
compared with this NFR data that was stored in the file. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.2.2  Iterate with model of No-Fly Regions 
 
During Checking, the program takes the data from the NFR file provided and checks with 
the current point that was written to the database. The data that was written to the 
  HashMap<String, Point[]> noFlyRegionsHashMap = new HashMap<String, Point[]>();   
  try 
             {                
  File file = new File("nofly_zones.txt"); 
  FileReader fileReader = new FileReader(file); 
  BufferedReader bufferedReader = new BufferedReader(fileReader); 
  StringBuffer stringBuffer = new StringBuffer(); 
  String line; 
  while ((line = bufferedReader.readLine()) != null) 
  { 
     String noFlyDataLine = line; 
   /do not process the line if it does not follow the proper structure  
   String[] ipData = noFlyDataLine.split("="); 
   if(ipData.length!=2) 
   { 
    System.out.println("input line not properly defined "+line); 
    continue; 
   } 
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database every time will become the current reference point for the program to check. It 
checks weather the current point is there or not within a particular region by iterating 
through all the sides of the region. 
 
When it comes to know whether the point is there inside or outside, it performs the 
checks according to the program. If it comes to know that the point is inside a region, it 
will stop checking there and perform the next operation. It won't check for the same point 
in the other NFR's which in case saves time and effort.  
 
If it does not found the point it proceeds its check for the next polygons in order to find 
the status of the point. The code is as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.2.3   Move out of No-Fly region to Safe Point if it is inside 
 
While performing the check if we came to know that the current point is inside a no-fly-
region (NFR), then it will warn the user to move out from the NFR to the safe point outside 
Set mapSet = (Set) noFlyRegionsHashMap.entrySet(); 
 Iterator mapIterator = mapSet.iterator(); 
 while (mapIterator.hasNext())  
   { 
 Map.Entry mapEntry = (Map.Entry) mapIterator.next(); 
 String noFlyZoneName = (String) mapEntry.getKey(); 
 Point[] noFlyZone = (Point[]) mapEntry.getValue();    
 currentPolygon = noFlyZone; 
     
                                                          //MULTICOPTER HAS TO BE BACK TRACKED  
    
System.out.println("\t multicopter has to be back tracked to 
Point("+prevPointOutsideNoFlyRegion.x+","+prevPointOutsideNoFlyRegion.y+")");  
 
  // do not need to check all other no fly regions as it is already found that the point is in no fly region  
 break; 
  } 
 else 
   { 
       iOutsideNoFlyRegionsCount++; 
    } 
 } 
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the NFR. The safe point will be the previous point of the multicopter that was there before 
entering the NFR. Once it moves out from the NFR the remaining tests will be performed.  
 
The following code shows how to backtrack the multicopter to the previous point outside 
NFR if a point is found inside a polygon. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.2.4   Checks distance to each No-Fly Region 
 
Once the current point if the multicopter is out of all no-fly-regions (NFR), it then checks 
the distance from the current point to the remaining no-fly-regions (NFR). If there are 
multiple NFR regions, then it checks the shortest distance from the current point to all 
 
if(lInsidePolygon) 
  { 
                                     // INSIDE NO FLY REGION  
       
 System.out.println("\tCurrent Point("+currentPoint.x+","+currentPoint.y+")   INSIDE no fly region 
"+noFlyZoneName); 
 
     if(prevPointOutsideNoFlyRegion != null) 
        { 
          // WRITING PREVIOUS POINT WHICH WAS OUTSIDE NO FLY REGION  
 
System.out.println("\tPrevious Point("+prevPointOutsideNoFlyRegion.x+","+prevPointOutsideNoFlyRegion.y+") 
OUTSIDE no fly region"); 
        } 
} 
              //MULTICOPTER HAS TO BE BACK TRACKED  
    
System.out.println("\t multicopter has to be back tracked to 
Point("+prevPointOutsideNoFlyRegion.x+","+prevPointOutsideNoFlyRegion.y+")"); 
 
 // do not need to check all other no fly regions as it is already found that the point is in no fly region  
      
     break; 
  } 
    else 
     { 
          iOutsideNoFlyRegionsCount++; 
     } 
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the NFRs and sorts out the distance in a descending manner. The NFR with the shortest 
distance will be processed first and the information will be stored. The following code 
shows how to check distance to each NFR. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It always checks the previous point of the multicopter for the next check in order to make 
sure that it is out of all NFRs. The information about the current point and previous point 
will be displayed and stored.  
 
4.3  Hardware Module With Raspberry Pi  
 
if(iOutsideNoFlyRegionsCount == noFlyRegionsHashMap.size()) 
     { 
 System.out.println("\tCurrentPoint("+currentPoint.x+","+currentPoint.y+") OUTSIDE no fly region"); 
 prevPointOutsideNoFlyRegion = currentPoint; 
      
   // check the distance between current point and all the no fly regions 
   // return the closest no fly region 
 
 HashMap<String, Double> distance2NoflyRegionHM= new HashMap<String,Double>(); 
 mapSet = (Set) noFlyRegionsHashMap.entrySet(); 
 mapIterator = mapSet.iterator(); 
 while (mapIterator.hasNext())  
   { 
  Map.Entry mapEntry = (Map.Entry) mapIterator.next(); 
  String noFlyZoneName = (String) mapEntry.getKey(); 
  Point[] noFlyZone = (Point[]) mapEntry.getValue(); 
  Double distace2NoFlyRegion = polygonTest.distanceFromPoint2Polygon(currentPoint,noFlyZone); 
      distance2NoflyRegionHM.put(noFlyZoneName, distace2NoFlyRegion); 
   }  
  
 
                 Map sortedMap = polygonTest.sortByValue(distance2NoflyRegionHM);     
    Map.Entry<String,Double> entry=(Entry<String, Double>) sortedMap.entrySet().iterator().next(); 
    String closestNoFlyRegion= entry.getKey(); 
    Double distance2ClosestNoFlyRegion=entry.getValue();    
  
    System.out.println("\tMinimum distance to the closest no fly zone "+ closestNoFlyRegion + " is 
"+distance2ClosestNoFlyRegion);   
  } 
 System.out.println("================================ END PROCESSING ("+currentPoint.x+","+currentPoint.y+")  
================================="); 
   System.out.println();  
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In the basics part we have seen the two different types of devices we are using and two 
different platforms they used. But for this thesis we have chosen raspberry pi over 
android smart phone because, android is a closed platform to work with supports mostly 
lightweight java framework, but raspberry pi is an open platform, where we can choose 
a variety of programming languages for coding including java. 
 
It offers more compatibility compared to android so there is no chance of compatibility 
issues. When compared to the budget of the project, raspberry pi is less expensive and 
offers more advantages as using android smart phone with all the features is expensive. 
It consumes less power overall comparatively. We can say raspberry pi is mostly used 
by students as it gives a room for experiments and projects to learn something new. 
 
4.4 List of Structures that are used for polygon  
 
Region controller is mainly used to control the no-fly-regions (NFR). We have used some 
structures in java programming to program the no-fly-regions (NFR). This part 
specifically explains the list of structures and the functions that we have used to in the 
point in polygon concept. 
 
• HashMap: 
 
HashMap [75] is one of the interfaces that is used in the java programming language. 
Hash table is based on the implementation of the Map interface. It provides all the map 
operations and permits null values and the keys. It contains only unique elements and 
doesn't maintain any order. This map is used to store the map information that is provided 
in a file in a table and then performs operations on it. We can use the basic operations 
like get and put fro retrieving the information and for writing it to the database.  
 
The hash map has buckets to store the information. During iteration, the information will 
be sorted out and stored to the database. It has a set of map key values to identify the 
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size of the map. It has two parameters that effects its performance. They are the initial 
capacity and the load performance. When a hash table is created, the capacity of the 
hash table is the capacity of the table when it was initially created. Based on the load the 
number of buckets size will be increased automatically. The hashmap can be written as 
follows: 
 
Class HashMap<K,V> 
 
Where, 
  k - no. of. key values 
            v - the type of values Mapped to it 
 
We have to include java.util.HashMap[75]to the package section when we are using the 
hashmap in the program. When the load of the hashtable becomes high then the size of 
the table will become twice the number of the buckets. 
 
 If the initial capacity of the table is greater than the maximum number of entries divided 
by the load factor, no doubling of buckets will occur. In the hash table if multiple number 
of threads access the hashmap concurrently, then at least one of the thread modifies the 
map structurally.  
 
• Map.Entry() 
 
Map.Entry [76] is a key or value that forms one elements in the map. Both the key and 
value are combined into a single class which allows you to iterate over the 
Map.entrySet() [77] instead of having iterated over Map.KeySet(). We can use this as: 
 
Map.Entry<K,V> 
 
Where, 
         K represents Key 
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         V represents Value 
 
We have to import java.util.Mapto our software package in order to use it in the program. 
This returns a collection-view of the map whose elements are there in this class. The 
Map.Entry object are valid only during the time of iteration. 
 
• MapIterator.next() 
 
This function is used to efficiently iterate over each entry in a map. If we have an entry 
set it will iterate through all the NFR data and once one region is done it checks the next 
pair of points efficiently. The map is structurally modified once the iterator is created. 
 
• MapEntry.getKey() 
 
This function is used with MapEntry where there is a key/value pair that iterates efficiently 
over the key set and calling the object getkey() to get each value from the map. 
 
• MapEntry.getKey() 
 
This function is used to get the value corresponding to this specific entry. Using this 
function it returns the value. 
 
• PolygonTest.IsInside() 
 
This function is used to test and perform the desired checks as programmed for polygon 
if it detects that the point is inside the polygon. Once it is declared that it is inside the 
polygon it goes to IsInside part and performs accordingly. 
 
4.5Functions used for Distance From Point to LineCheck  
 
We have used the following functions to find the shortest distance from the point to the 
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line. 
 
• Distance2NFRHM.Put (NFR Name, distance to NFR) 
 
This function is used along with the hashmap function which is used to write the data 
using the PUT command. Using this function we are writing the NFR region name and 
the distance to other NFR's. As mentioned above the NFR we are having is unique and 
we are giving unique names to this. So we will get to know the name of the closest NFR 
using this. 
 
• Map Sorted Map () 
 
This function returns the map entries in a sorted order. This shows the NFZ in an sorted 
order so that the multicopter will come to know which NFR has to be processed first. 
 
• Map Sort by Value () 
 
As the hash map has two things: key and value, this function sorts the map according to 
the values of the map [78]. 
 
• TreeMap 
The tree map implements the map interface using a tree [79]. It provides an efficient way 
of storing the map key/values in a sorted order. The specialty of this map is unlike a 
hashmap it guarantees that its elements will be sorted in descending order which makes 
us easy to know which no-fly-region (NFR) has to be processed first. It also allows the 
map for rapid retrieval. It can be defined as 
 
Tree Map <K,V> 
 
Where, 
 K represents the key 
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 V represents the value 
 
• Tree Map (Value Comp(unsorted map)) 
 
This function is used for sorting like the previous one, but here we are sorting the map 
by a comparator that was provided at the map creation time. So, it compares the values 
in the unsorted map and then sorts in descending order. 
 
4.6  Observation Module for NFR 
 
This module shows the observation of no-fly-regions (NFR) in a diagrammatic way. 
 
4.6.1  View of how No-Fly-Regions (NFRs) Work 
 
The following image shows the list of NFR's that are created. They are unique and can 
have any number of points. These NFR's include both convex and concave polygons. 
The names were given to each no-fly-region (NFR) from NFR1,....NFR8 makes it to 
identify which is the exact polygon that is near without any confusion.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Image of NFR's 
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Figure 4.2 Multicopter is inside a NFR 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Multicoper gives alert messages 
 
 
Figure 4.4 Multicoper moves to a safe point. 
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Figure 4.5 Process the next closest NFR from a list of NFR's 
 
 
 
5.Results 
 
This section provides the results obtained for this thesis for various checks and 
comparisons. 
 
5.1  Sample setup  
 
Here we are showing the sample setup and the readings obtained from GPS sensor. 
• The following image is the result from the GPS sensor which we will get by 
executing the following : 
 
 
 
 
• After that we can compile it using the following : 
 
 
 
javac -cp /usr/share/java/RXTXcomm.jar:/usr/share/java/mysql-connector-java.jar -
Xlint:unchecked gpsd.java 
 
/usr/lib/jvm/jdk-8-oracle-arm-vfp-hflt/jre/bin/java -Djava.library.path=/usr/lib/jni/ -cp 
/usr/share/java/RXTXcomm.jar:/usr/share/java/mysql-connector-java.jar:. gpsd 
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• Then we get the readings from the GPS sensor as Zero initially as it doesn’t catch 
the signal if it was not in a good location or if it is indoors. 
 
 
Figure 5.1 Initial readings from GPS Sensor 
 
• Later the GPS sensor catches signal and gives the NMEA data as output which 
looks like below: 
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Figure 5.2 After connected to GPS 
 
• Later in order to see the results in a sorted way we are using "Gpsd" to see the 
latitude and the longitude values, time and the status of the message: 
 
 
Figure 5.3 Latitude and Longitude Though GPSD 
 
• Then we look at the NMEA readings to detect the string "$GPGLL" and then we 
get Yes when it is detected and writes to database. 
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Figure 5.4 Identification of GPGLL and writing it to Database  
 
• After inserting the values into the data base we can see the following entry in the 
database. 
 
 
Figure 5.5 Values are written to Database 
 
• After writing to the database we can see the result in the Open Street Maps. 
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Figure 5.6 Viewing it on OSM 
 
     5.2  Time taken to Process the NFR  
 
In this section we will see the results of time taken to process the NFR. 
 
• Initially it takes the point written to database and check whether the point is inside 
or outside the NFR and the time taken to process the NFR. 
 
 
Figure 5.7 Checking point is inside or Outside NFR 
 
• Later it takes the GPGLL string every second and process the NFR's in the same 
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way continuously. 
 
 
Figure 5.8 Processing all other NFR’s continuously 
 
• In the same way it processes the regions and its distances the start points and 
the end points and their timings when GPGLL is detected.  
 
 
Figure 5.8 Processing all other NFR’s and its distances continuously 
 
• The following table shows the comparison of time taken to process Vs 
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no.of.polygons 
 
No.of.Polygons 
(Points) 
Time taken in 
Milliseconds 
8 3 to 6 ms 
24 4 to 5 ms 
48 3 to 5 ms 
100 3 to 4 ms 
200 3 to 4 ms 
300 3 to 8 ms 
400 2 to 3 ms 
500 3 to 6 ms 
1000 2 to 5 ms 
 
Table 5.1 Comparision of  No.of.Points Vs Time taken 
 
Here the time taken to process 8 polygons is sometimes same as the time taken by 1000 
polygons to process because, whenever we find out the point is in specific NFR, the 
search ends there, it doesn't check the rest of the polygons. So, the time varies from the 
number of polygons and doesn't make much difference. 
 
     5.3 Power Comparison 
 
Power consumption is one of the important factors that we need to look into. The 
maximum power that a multicopter can consume is 4w. But we also need to know how 
much power each device is consuming. In order to do that we need to install a software 
called "powertop" [80] to know the power consumption. This can be installed using the 
following command: 
 
 
 
sudo apt-get install powertop 
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We can start this immediately using the following command: 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.9 Powertop 
 
• We can see the power consumption in a more detailed way as follows: 
 
 
Figure 5.10Detailed View of Powertop 
 
• We checked the power consumption in multimeter of Raspberry Pi2 B 
sudo powertop 
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Figure 5.11 Maximum and Minimum Power consumption by Raspberry pi 
 
• Hardware setup of the raspberry pi with GPS sensor connected to multimeter. 
 
 
 
      Figure 5.12 Hardware setupRaspberry pi with GPS with Max and Min Values 
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6.Scope for Future Development  
 
This thesis describes how we can use no-fly-regions (NFR) for drones to provide safety. 
Also how the existing drones are used currently for educational, commercial and private 
purposes. As the technology is increasing day-by-day the improvements in the drones 
are also increasing gradually there are both advantages and dis-advantages. These 
UAV's can be controlled in many ways as in they are programmed, can control from a 
remote location rather than using a complex algorithm or pattern [81]. 
 
The advantage of drones is that they can replace humans in dangerous situations 
anytime. But the dis-advantage is, drones has the risk of becoming hacked creating 
major security risks. In one of the recent talks in Notional public radio recently it was 
said, how can we hack a drone that was flying overhead? This method is called as 
"Spoofing" [81]. This means matching the signal of the official controller and then 
increasing the strength of our own signal which allows us to gain control. 
 
So, as there are chances of hacking the drones using spoofing, we have to take into 
consideration of the security we have to provide for the drones by not affecting our 
operations. This might help in the military and aviation for secret spying operations where 
we have to find out a method or solution to avoid spoofing and to carry the operations 
successfully.  
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7.   Conclusion 
 
In this master thesis, we are providing safety to the light weight flying vehicles or UAV's 
such as drones or multicopters. We have provided every single detail of what all the 
things we have used to produce this thesis along with the installation of some software 
used. Here we worked on the no-fly-regions (NFR) for the multicopters which allows 
them not to fly to the No-fly-zones (NFZ) there by providing safety to them from getting 
busted. We have used raspberry pi as our main development board for drones which 
was not used in many projects for the purpose of NFR using java as the main 
development language as a new approach. 
 
The GPS readings were taken from the sensor which was discussed in section 3.4 and 
will be transferred to the raspberry pi. Later the NMEA data will be taken from the GPS 
sensor which will be sorted out accordingly to get our latitude and the longitude values 
which was discussed in section 4.1.3 and then the values will be written to OSM 
database as shown in section 3.5.2.Later the values stored in database can be displayed 
in OSM in a graphical format. 
 
We have created some NFR and the information will be stored in file for processing which 
was shown in section 4.6.1.Then the actual checks will be performed to make the 
multicopter move out of NFR by comparing the GPS values with the file stored. If we 
detect it inside to a safe point and finding the next nearest NFR to process once it is out 
of all NFR's which was discussed in section 4.2.Here we have also discussed the power 
consumed by each of the device attached to the raspberry pi as power consumption or 
battery usage which is also one of the major things we need to consider to know how 
long the multicopter can fly which was discussed in section 5.3. We also discussed about 
the scope for future improvement on drones which was discussed in section 6. We 
provided some developments but there are still more to come in future. Looking at these 
things we can surely say that the drones are the future for safety. 
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